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cloud nine
From Petit Armoir, this Nini
La Duchesse Cloud Mobile, $79.95,
is handmade in Paris from linen. Visit
petitarmoir.com.au.

See the singlet
Available for $26.95 at Cheeky Britches, this
bamboo and cotton Oyster Singlet comes in
sizes 0000 to 2. See cheekybritches.com.au.

it’s a wrap
Keep bub cosy in
this muslin wrap,

Comfy contours

$24, from And The

Cake Lingerie’s Mousse Contour Nursing Bra, $54.90 in sizes 8A to

Little Dog Laughed.

14DD, is the ideal plunge contour bra for a smooth profile and has

Visit andthelittle

a low centre front for versatility. Visit cakelingerie.com.

doglaughed.com.

The light way

moment by moment
Document your baby’s special moments with
this sweet Welcome Baby! book, $29.95. You can
choose from pink or blue at urbanbaby.com.au.

Lightweight and made
in Poland, these 100
percent cotton La Mami
blankets, $39 each, are
ideal for hot summer
days. Choose your

Snuggle to sleep

favourite colour at

Lou & Olly’s low-allergy, 100 percent

lamami-store.com.

pure merino wool Classic String
blanket, NZ$174, is a large snuggle
rug that’s suitable for babies and
toddlers, helping them to regulate

By george!

their temperature, plus it fits easily

Sterling silver jewellery specialists Koolaman Designs

into a pram or bassinette. Visit

have branched out to include this George spoon,

louandolly.com

$135. It’s a perfect personalised gift for new

for details.

babies. Get it at koolamandesigns.com.au.

Smooth mover
Combining contemporary
design with old-school
class, this Sleepover
Elegance pram, $1,249 by
Silver Cross, functions in
a lie-flat position from
birth then converts into a
fully reversible pram. See
silvercross.com.au.
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carry me
Storksak’s Sofia,
$499, is the brand’s
most exclusive
nappy bag! Made
from soft twisted
leather, which has
been treated to
give a vintage feel,
the bag is available
at storksak.com.

wallpaper wonder
Muffin and Mani’s newly released Jumboo Bubblegum wall mural,
priced from $630, is made to order on heavy-duty wallpaper and
is even washable. Read more at muffinandmani.com.

Basket case
Be super organised with
this three-basket Pippa
Nursery Set by Mor-stor,
$29.95. Browse the range
at mor-stor.com.au.

cosy cocoon
Ergopouch’s airCocoon is the world’s lightest baby swaddle –
made from super soft, natural and breathable bamboo material,
it’s ideal for keeping your baby safe and secure, even on hot days.
Find out more at ergopouch.com.au.

